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Y.S.M is a lighting manufacturer that fabricates functional lighting fi xtures with 
aesthetic design. By combining our expertise of innovative sheet metal work with 
high-quality lighting technology, we off er a revolutionary line of LED products for 
commercial and residential use. Our team works with various lighting designers 
throughout Japan to perform everything including ideation, production, and assembly. 
We take pride in having the fi nest illumination technology, and the teamwork to make 
this possible.

Y.S.M Co., Ltd.



Lighting to illuminate every moment.





HOOP is a table lamp that marries function 
and style. The sculptural organic line connects 
from the shade to the leg stand, resembling a 
minimalist art sculpture. Slimness and delicacy 
were pursued in this streamlined design that 
only an LED light and bent sheet metal could 
achieve. As ambient lighting for the living room 
or bedside mood lighting, it creates a calm and 
comfortable atmosphere.
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Crafted in Our Factory: Hand-Made Excellence

Handcrafted in our own factory, each product showcases the 
dedication of our skilled craftsmen. From precision laser cutting 
to meticulous welding and assembly, every step is carried out by 
hand to ensure unparalleled quality. Take our HOOP design, for 
example, where laser-cut metal plates are expertly bent into a 
sleek curved surface before being seamlessly welded together. 
Utilizing special welding techniques, we ensure minimal visible 
marks, resulting in a flawless surface finish that exudes beauty 
and sophistication.





and-on mesmerizes as it invites you to admire the nuanced texture of paper. 
This special lamp is a concept project created in collaboration with designer 
Kenji Fukushima and paper specialists Tesuki Washi Tanino. This LED lamp 
combines innovative lighting technology with the beauty of washi in new forms 
to continue the unique craft tradition for generations to come.

Combination of brass and traditional Japanese paper washi.
and-on uses hand-made Japanese washi paper, carefully produced one 
sheet at a time from the rare, native Kozo Mulberry tree. Washi is a 
traditional hand-made Japanese paper made of natural raw materials, 
which dates back to the 1300’s and is a large part of Japan’s cultural 
heritage.The unique texture bears the mark of craftsmanship. 
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NIGHT BOOK is an LED lighting object concealed in the 
shape of a book. Without the need for a switch, its light 
glows like magic when pulled out from its case. Place the 
light between books to create an innovative experience 
and poetic environment.

Using long-lasting LED, and acrylic surface, and natural 
tanned leather, NIGHT BOOK allows to enjoy the product 
for a long-time usage. The leather also ensures that each 
product develops its own unique patina.



Our commitment to craftsmanship: we 
researched the optimal methods, structure 
and light system, to emit a gentle glow in 
thickness of a book. Selected leather are 
carefully put in one by one to use these 
charming light for a long time.
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Tailoed OEM Planning and Manufacturing Solutions

Personalize your book cover with custom colors or engraved 
logos, transforming each piece into a unique masterpiece. 
Enjoy the flexibility to tailor your order to your specifications, 
with a minimum quantity requirement of just 50 units.





In the living room.

Accessories like watches and 
rings, your favorite items such as 
key cases and perfumes, can be 
displayed beautifully.

On the desk.

LIGHT SHELF can light only the 
area nearby without taking up 
space because the hight of illu-
mination is low. When the work is 
over, use it as a desk organizer. 
Work tools fit nicely inside the 
frame of the light.

For reading.

The width of LIGHT SHELF is 
just 30cm. As a matter of fact, its 
size is the perfect width to casu-
ally enjoy your favorite books. 

LIGHT SHELF is an LED lamp and display 
unit that highlight objects under soft warm 
light.This product can also be used as indirect 
mood lighting. The unique illuminated space 
not only highlights personal household objects 
but enlivens the little things in our daily lives.



LIGHT SHELF GOLD

Experience the timeless elegance of LIGHT SHELF GOLD, designed with the same aesthetic 
appeal and practical functionality for illuminating your cherished items. Beyond its illumi-
nating capabilities, this exquisite lighting product radiates an unparalleled brilliance, com-
manding attention with its opulent gold finish crafted entirely from brass. Embrace the natural 
oxidation process as the metal gracefully reacts with the air, allowing the product to develop a 
rich antique patina over time. Revel in the vintage charm of the deep patina, which enhances 
the period-style allure of this stunning piece.



HOOP | HOOP mini
SALTCO (Kenji Fukushima), 2017

and-on
SALTCO (Kenji Fukushima), 2020

 Power   7W
 Color Temprature  3000K (Ra90)
 Maerials   Steel, Acrylic, Aluminium

Includes: AC Adapter (AC 100V-240V), Dimmer
HOOP:   W155 X H305 X D340 700g
HOOP mini:  W125 X H225 X D240 500g

 Power   10.5W
 Color Temprature  3000K (Ra90)
 Maerials   Brass, Acrylic, Ogawa washi

Includes: AC Adapter (AC 100V-240V), Dimmer
W350 X H300 X D35 1,000g

NIGHT BOOK
akii, 2018

LIGHT SHELF
akii, 2018

 Power   4W
 Color Temprature  3000K (Ra90)
 Maerials   Steel, Acrylic, Leather

Includes: AC Adapter (AC 100V-240V), Dimmer
W150 X H215 X D15

 Power   10.5W
 Color Temprature  3000K (Ra90)
 Maerials
 LIGHT SHELF Steel, Acrylic, Aluminium
 GOLD  Brass, Acrylic, Aluminium

Includes: AC Adapter (AC 100V-240V), Dimmer
W350 X H300 X D35 1,000g

*LIGHT SHELF GOLD differs in price.
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Y.S.M Co., Ltd. reserves the right to introduce any changes to its own models, without prior notice. 
2022.09 Y.S.M Co., Ltd.




